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Abstract: Measuring cross-language semantic similarity between short
texts is a task that is challenging in terms of human understanding. This
paper addresses this problem by carrying out a study of Arabic–English
semantic similarity in short phrases and sentences. Human-rated benchmark
dataset was carefully constructed for this research. Dictionary and machine
translation techniques were employed to determine the relatedness between
the cross-lingual texts from a monolingual perspective. Three algorithms
were developed to rate the semantic similarity and these were applied to the
human-rated benchmark. An averaged maximum-translation similarity
algorithm was proposed using the term sets produced by the dictionarybased technique. Noun-verb and term vectors obtained by the Machine
Translation (MT) technique were also suggested to compute the semantic
similarity. The results were compared with the human ratings in our
benchmark using Pearson correlation coefficient and these were
triangulated with the best, worst and mean for all human participants. MTbased term vector semantic similarity algorithm obtained the highest
correlation (r = 0.8657) followed by averaged maximum-translation
similarity algorithm (r = 0.7206). Further statistical analysis showed no
significant difference between both algorithms and the humans’ judgement.
Keywords: Semantic Similarity, Cross-Language, Machine Translation,
Arabic, English

Introduction
Semantic similarity is a measure that shows the
connection between two words in a text in terms of the
idea conveyed. Semantic similarity in natural language
engineering has experienced increasing demand of late in
a wide range of applications, including linguistics,
cognitive science, information retrieval, biomedical
informatics and geo-informatics. Semantic relatedness is
an extension of semantic similarity, for example cars and
petrol can be seen as being more closely related than cars
and bicycles, but the latter pair is certainly more similar
(Resnik, 1999). Semantic similarity has been widely
explored beyond the word unit to the sentence unit in a
monolingual domain (Li et al., 2006; O’Shea et al.,
2008; Bar et al., 2012; Jimenez et al., 2012; Rios, 2014).
Cross-language semantic similarity is more
challenging than monolingual similarity because the
semantic relations of terms are evaluated between two
different languages. Research studies have found the
necessity for cross-language semantic similarity to
improve the performance in a number of applications,

including Machine Translation (MT) (Zou et al., 2013),
Cross-Language Information Retrieval (CLIR) (Zhou et al.,
2012) and plagiarism detection across different
languages (Barrón-Cedeño et al., 2013). There is
certainly a need for research on semantic similarity of
short texts in the cross-language domain. In this study,
we propose two pre-processing models of semantic
similarity for Arabic-English cross-language sentences.
The first model includes dictionary-based translation,
where an Arabic text is converted into terms, which are
then translated into English. The similarity of this
English translation is then measured against its English
candidate text using the proposed maximum-translation
similarity approach. The second model involves using
MT followed by a semantic similarity measure of the
two texts, based on the algorithms proposed by Lee
(2011) and Li et al. (2006). Experimental works have
been conducted on a human-rated benchmark created
from a standard and a ground-truth dataset.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows.
Section 2 provides an overview of the literature on wordto-word, text-to-text and cross-language semantic
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similarity techniques, as applied to words or sentences.
Section 3 is split into three subsections, each explaining
the various proposed algorithms. The algorithms
described in section 3.1 are used for the pre-processing
and general framework; those in section 3.2 are for the
dictionary-based
technique,
namely
averaged
maximum-translation similarity; and those in section
3.3 are for the MT-based techniques, namely noun-verb
vector-based and term vector-based similarity
algorithms. Section 4 presents the experimental design,
including the tools and packages used in this study, the
datasets involving short phrases from the human
language understanding and the constructed benchmark
dataset. Section 5 presents the results and discussion of
findings and, finally, in section 6, conclusions and
recommendations for future research are provided.

where, hypo is the number of hyponyms of a given
sememe and maxhn is the maximum number of sememes
in the taxonomy. The similarity based on the modified IC
measure was calculated as follows:

Dai et al. (2008) proposed a semantic similarity
measure between two concepts based on the semantic
similarity of their primary sememes in their concept
hierarchy. The primary sememe of a concept, e.g.,
doctor, is the top term that describes the concept in the
tree, which is human, whereby other sememes in the tree
such as status and education are modifiers of it. The
similarity between two concepts in Dai et al. (2008) was
computed using li metric (Li et al., 2006) and the
number of common sememes between them, as follows:

Related Research

sim(c1 , c2 ) = α .li (c1 , c2 ) +

Word Semantic Similarity Techniques

β

Semantic similarity, semantic distance, semantic
relations, or more broadly semantic relatedness are all terms
used interchangeably in the literature to describe the extent
to which term A can be used to indicate or replace term B.
Semantic features exploit terms with semantic relationssuch as synonyms, antonyms, hyponyms and hypernyms
(Solé-Ribalta, 2014; Liu et al., 2012; Luo et al., 2011)- or
semantic dependencies (Li et al., 2006; Muftah, 2009).
HowNet is an online knowledge-based database that
relates concepts and attributes of concepts. It is organized
into a hierarchy in which each concept is described by a
series of attributes called sememes (Dai et al., 2008).
WordNet is a lexical database for English (Miller, 1995),
which arranges words with the same meanings into
groups called synsets. The words are then linked with
more abstract concepts called hypernyms and more
specific concepts called hyponyms. Some knowledgebased metrics are based on a single taxonomy or, more
precisely, on the directed-acyclic graph, which
demarcates the boundaries between two concepts in the
taxonomy. These measures can be called monotaxonomy metrics, as summarised in Table 1.
A mono-taxonomy metric was proposed to evaluate
the Information Content (IC) of two concepts based
solely on the HowNet taxonomy (Bin et al., 2012).
Unlike the originally proposed IC measure which
depends on WordNet and a corpus (Resnik, 1995), the IC
metric in (Bin et al., 2012) was computed based on
HowNet stating that concepts with many hyponyms
convey less information than concepts located as the
leaves, as follows:
IC (c) = 1 −

log(hypo(c) + 1)
log(max )
hn

(2)

sim(c1 , c2 ) = max c∈( c1 , c2 ) IC (c)

∑ max(li(c , c ) + γ hypo(c , c )
1

| c1 |

2

1

2

(3)

n

where, n is the total number of sememes for both
concepts and hypo is the number of common sememes.
Zhang et al. (2014a) proposed a word semantic
similarity measure that combines features obtained from
the HowNet taxonomy for both concepts. Zhang et al.
(2014a) study combined four features from the tree that
holds two concepts including the depth, width, density
and overlap as they believed that the more features are
considered, the more closeness to what humans perceive
is obtained. The equation is expressed as follows:
sim(c1 , c2 ) = α .depth(c1 , c2 ) + β .width(c1 , c2 )
+γ .density (c1 , c2 ) + λ.overlap (c1 , c2 )

(4)

where, α, β, γ and λ are scaling parameters.
There have been many other similarity measures
proposed based on WordNet, including path, lch
(Leacock and Chodorow, 1998), wup (Wu and Palmer,
1994), res (Resnik, 1995), lin (Lin, 1998), jcn (Jiang and
Conrath, 1997). Meng et al. (2014) recent study
suggested a new metric that combines information
density and the path metric and Li et al. (2006) earlier
study proposed a semantic similarity combining the
shortest path between two words, w1 and w2 and the
depth of their Least Common Subsumer (LCS) in the
taxonomy containing both words. The new metric
proposed by Meng et al. (2014) showed more accurate
results and outperformed Li et al. (2006) in terms of the
similarity coefficient because Meng et al. (2014) metric
not only reflects the semantic density information but
also the path information. The description and
mathematical representation of several word semantic
similarity metrics are shown in Table 1.

(1)

2
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Table 1. List of Word Semantic Similarity Metrics
Metric
Taxonomy

Description

Mathematical Equation

Mono-Taxonomy

HowNet

Shows the information content based on the

IC (c) = 1 −

HowNet

HowNet-based

log(hypo(c) + 1)
log(max hn )

Word Similarity

IC metric (Bin et al.,

number of hyponyms for a given sememe

sim(c1 , c2 ) = max c∈( c1 ,c2 ) IC (c)

Metrics

2012)

and the maximum number of sememes in
a HowNet taxonomy.
Measures the semantic similarity of their

sim(c1 , c2 ) = α .li (c1 , c2 )

modified li metric

primary sememes in their concept hierarchy

+β

(Dai et al., 2008)

computed using li metric ((Li et al., 2006) and
the number of common sememes between them

HowNet-based

HowNet-based

HowNet

combined features
(Zhang et al., 2014a)
path metric
WordNet
(Jiang and Conrath,
1997; Li et al., 2003)
lch metric

WordNet

(Wu and
Palmer, 1994)
Information
content (IC)
(Fernando and
Stevenson, 2008)

1

2

| c1 |

1

2

n

α .depth(c1 , c2 ) + β .width(c1 , c2 )
+γ .density (c1 , c2 ) + λ.overlap(c1 , c2 )

Combines features obtained from the HowNet

sim(c1 , c2 ) =

taxonomy for both concepts

where α, β, γ and λ are scaling parameters.

Measures the shortest path between two
terms/concepts in the taxonomy

path(c1 , c2 ) = n

where n is the number of edges that makes the
shortest link between two concepts.
path(c1 , c2 )
)
2 * maxdepth

measures the shortest path between two terms’

lch(c1 , c2 ) = log(

synsets and the maximum depth from
the root of the taxonomy.

where maxdepth is the longest distance
between the root and any leaf in the taxonomy
that contains both synsets.

WordNet

measures the depth of the terms’ synsets in the

wup (c1 , c2 ) =

WordNet

taxonomy and the depth of their least common
subsumer
shows a measure that a concept can be
found in a standard textual corpus.

(Leacock and
Chodorow, 1998)
wup metric

∑ max(li(c , c ) + γ hypo(c , c )

2 × depth( LCS (c1 , c2 ))
depth(c1 ) + depth(c2 )

IC (c) = − log( P (c))

where P(c) is the probability that c can be
found in the corpus.
ICSim(c1 , c2 ) = max c∈S ( c1 ,c 2 ) IC (c)

where S is the set of concepts that subsume
both concepts.
res metric
(Resnik, 1995)

WordNet

computers a similarity score of two concept
synsets based on the IC of their least common
subsumer (LCS) in the taxonomy.

res (c1 , c2 ) = IC ( LCS (c1 , c2 ))

lin metric (Lin, 1998) WordNet

based on res metric and IC of the words’ synsets

lin(c1 , c2 ) =

jcn metric (Jiang and WordNet

based on the IC of the LCS and that of the words’

jcn(c1 , c2 ) = 1

Conrath, 1997)

synsets

−

IC (c1 ) + IC (c2 ) − 2 * IC ( LCS (c1 , c2 ))
2
2 * IC ( LCS (c1 , c2 ))
IC (c1 ) + IC (c2 )

(

1−e − k * path ( c1 , c2 )
e− k * path ( c1 , c2 )

)

meng metric

WordNet

combines the IC metric with the path metric

meng (c1 , c2 ) =

(Meng et al., 2014)
li metric (Li et al.,

for both concepts.
combines the shortest path between two words

where k is adapted parameter between 0 and 1

WordNet

w1 and w2 and the depth of the their LCS in

×

the taxonomy that has both words

where α∈[0,1] and β∈[0,1], are scaling
parameters of the contribution of the path and
depth metrics in the formula.

2006)

Across
Taxonomies

2 * IC ( LCS ((c1 , c2 ))
IC (c1 ) + IC (c2 )

lesk metric (Banerjee multiple
and Pedersen, 2003)
hso metric (Hirst
multiple
and St Onge, 1998)

incorporates information from the directions
between the lexical chains of two word synsets.
measures the relationship of two words’ synsets
based on the overlap of their dictionary glosses.

Cross-taxonomy metrics, on the other hand, use
multiple knowledge-based taxonomies and may work
across domains. Examples of these metrics include the
lesk (Banerjee and Pedersen, 2003) and hso (Hirst and
St Onge, 1998) metrics, which measure semantic
relatedness rather than similarity (Corley and

li( w1 , w2 ) = e −α . path ( w1 ,w2 )

e β .depth ( LCS ( w1 , w2 )) + e β .depth ( LCS ( w1 , w2 ))
e β .depth ( LCS ( w1 , w2 )) − e β .depth ( LCS ( w1 , w2 ))

-

Mihalcea, 2005; Budanitsky and Hirst, 2006).
Statistical methods for semantic similarity, such as
Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) (Landauer et al.,
1998) and Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI)
(Turney, 2001), have been derived from large text
corpora.
3
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Ontology-based semantic similarity measures have
been proposed in recent research studies (Jian-Bo et al.,
2013; Sánchez et al., 2012; Ye and Zhan-Lin, 2010).
Ontologies are constructed for several domains to
structure the concepts in a way that supports logical
reasoning and semantic information. One of the
ontology-based semantic similarity metrics was denoted
as follows (Ye and Zhan-Lin, 2010):
sim(c1 , c2 ) =

C1 ∩ C2
(C1 ∩ C2 ) + α (C1 − C2 ) + β (C2 − C1 )

where, T1 and T2 are the binary vectors of texts T1 and T2.
Apart from using binary vectors in the previous
study, an earlier study suggested to use the Inverse
Document Frequency (IDF) measure combined with a
local similarity metric, implemented by any of the word
similarity measures (Corley and Mihalcea, 2005;
Mihalcea et al., 2006). The semantic similarity of the
two texts was derived, as in Equation 7 from the
maximum similarity gained by a word w from T1 and
words in T2, referred to as maxSim(w, T2) and idf(w)
obtained from the relation nw/N, where nw is the number
of documents that contain the word w and N is the total
number of documents in a large text corpus:

(5)

where, C1 and C2 are the set of abstract concepts for the
terms c1 and c2, respectively. Jian-Bo et al. (2013)
recommended the development of an ontology-based
measurement that combines a graph-based approach with
features extracted from the ontology containing both
concepts. The semantic similarity of words was studied
based on multiple dictionaries (Zhang et al., 2014b). In
addition, the degree of commonality between concepts
belonging to multiple ontologies has been used to
modify the IC semantic similarity of concept pairs across
ontologies (Solé-Ribalta, 2014; Batet et al., 2014).
Further, multiple trees were constructed from taxonomic
relations among entities in an ontology and a multi-tree
concept semantic similarity measure was proposed based
on the following: (i) Combined tree of features, (ii)
updated weights for the nodes in the combined tree and
(iii) the premise that the similarity of two concepts is
basically the weight of the root in the combined tree that
has both entities (Hajian and White, 2011).

 ∑ w∈T maxSim( w, T2 ) × idf ( w) 
1



∑ w∈T1 idf (w)
1

Sim(T1 , T2 ) = 
2  ∑ w∈T maxSim( w, T1 ) × idf ( w) 
2
+



∑ w∈T2 idf (w)



Lee (2011) reported a short-text similarity measure
that was computed based on the nouns and verbs because
it was believed that the semantic similarity should be
obtained in a fast but accurate way. Lee’s study
implemented a Noun Vector (NV) containing a joint
noun set from two candidate texts, T1 and T2 and a Verb
Vector (VV) containing a joint verb set from T1 and T2.
The value of an entry in the NV vector (and VV vector,
respectively) was defined as the highest wup similarity
(Wu and Palmer, 1994) found between the corresponding
noun and other nouns in the NV vector (and the
corresponding verb and other verbs in the VV vector,
respectively). The similarity score between the two texts,
the noun vector similarity SN and the verb vector
similarity SV were integrated as follows:

Short-text Semantic Similarity Techniques
Because natural language understanding requires
more than the semantic similarity of words, several
research studies have investigated short-text semantic
similarity based on the semantic relations of their
words (Li et al., 2006; O’Shea et al., 2008; Lee, 2011;
Corley and Mihalcea, 2005; Mihalcea et al., 2006). A
survey of studies that have semantically evaluated
textual elements is presented below.
Two candidate texts, T1 and T2, can be represented by
concept vectors and the similarity between them can be
evaluated accordingly using Cosine, Jaccard, Dice, or
any similarity coefficient (Alzahrani et al., 2012). For
example, the texts can be represented by a binary vector
with two entries: 1 if the concept is in the joint word
matrix and 0, otherwise, where the joint word matrix W
consists of distinct words in both texts (Fernando and
Stevenson, 2008). The similarity score was computed as
the mathematical product of the binary vectors and the
similarity matrix was as follows:
Sim(T1 , T2 ) =

TWT
1
2
| T1 || T2 |

(7)

Sim(T1 , T2 ) = δ ⋅ S N (T1 , T2 ) + (1 − δ ) ⋅ SV (T1 , T2 )

(8)

where, δ is a scaling parameter ∈ [0.5,1] and both
vectors are computed as the cosine similarity between
the noun vectors and the verb vectors from T1 and T2,
respectively.
A study by Li et al. (2006) proposed a semantic
similarity measure between sentences derived from a
semantic similarity and an order similarity as follows:
Sim(T1 , T2 ) = δ ⋅ S s (T1 , T2 ) + (1 − δ ) ⋅ S r (T1 , T2 )

(9)

where, Ss is the semantic similarity metric and Sr is the
order similarity metric. Ss is computed as the Cosine
similarity of the two vectors:
S s (T1 ,T2 ) =

(6)

4

s1 ⋅ s2
|| s1 || ⋅ || s2 ||

(10)
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knowledge base. Several studies investigated the use of
semantic role labelling, distributional thesaurus and
dictionaries, Machine Translation (MT) and machine
learning algorithms. None of these tasks tackles crosslanguage semantic similarity and it may be
forthcoming in 2016. Although SemEval 2014’s task
10 was entitled “multilingual” semantic textual
similarity (Agirre et al., 2014), it was separated into
English subtask and Spanish subtask whereby each
subtask was evaluated via monolingual datasets.

The values of an entry in the semantic vector s1 for
text T1 and s2 for text T2 are defined below:
s1 ( wi ) = li ( wi , wɶ ) × IC ( wi ) × IC ( wɶ )

(11)

s2 ( w j ) = li ( w j , wɶ ) × IC ( w j ) × IC ( wɶ )

(12)

where, the li metric is the highest word semantic
similarity between the word wi and any word in the
candidate text and IC is the information content measure.
Further, the order similarity, Sr, means that different
word orders may convey different meanings and should
be counted into the semantic similarity. The word order
vectors from T1 and T2 can be given as r1 and r2,
respectively. The cosine similarity was obtained from the
order vectors as shown below:
S r (T1 , T2 ) = 1 −

|| r1 − r2 ||
|| r1 + r2 ||

Cross-Language Semantic Similarity Techniques
Owing to the substantial increase in text data
available in multiple languages, there has been a lot of
research recently investigating semantic similarity
measures across languages (Zou et al., 2013; Dai et al.,
2008; Stoyanova et al., 2013; Vulic and Moens, 2014;
2013; Dai and Huang, 2011). Dai and Huang’s study
(Dai and Huang, 2011), for example, tested the
effectiveness of a word semantic similarity measure for
applications in the cross-language domain. They
computed the similarities between words using an
algorithm based on the Chinese–English HowNet. Their
results showed a strong positive correlation with the
humans’ judgements, suggesting it would be a robust
measure for use in cross-language applications.
Additional studies (Vulic and Moens, 2014; 2013)
proposed approaches that identified similar words across
languages. Two words in different languages are similar
if they generate similar words as their top semantic word
responses. Semantic word responding is a cognitive
science term indicating the terms that humans associate
with a certain cue word. A study conducted by Wu et al.
(2010) explored how to generate semantic classes of
verbs across languages using parallel corpora.
Methods for cross-language identification of
semantic relations have been proposed recently. One
example is Stoyanova et al. (2013), which combined
word semantic similarity measurements with the
morphology and semantic relations obtained from
WordNet. An automatic classifier was trained on parallel
and comparable English-Bulgarian texts to perform
semantic relations labelling and reduce word sense
ambiguities. Zou et al. (2013) proposed a method that
captures both mono and cross-lingual semantic relations
across different languages. The method they proposed
stored the bilingual embeddings between Chinese and
English from a large unlabelled corpus while utilizing
MT to align words with the same meanings.
Complementary to explicit semantic analysis which
uses Wikipedia as a knowledge base, cross-language
explicit semantic analysis CL-ESA have gained
popularity in recent years (Sorg and Cimiano, 2010;
Anderka et al., 2009) for computing semantic relatedness
between words from different languages. Generally CL-

(13)

The above short-text similarity methods have been
implemented on mono-language texts and compared
thoroughly using the English sentence pairs
benchmark, as reported in many research studies (Lee,
2011; Islam and Inkpen, 2008). The performance of the
reported methods is not directly comparable due to
different evaluation metrics and datasets. However from
these studies, we can see that methods that take more
textual features into consideration, such as Li et al.
(2006) combined metric of semantic and order
similarities, achieved high correlation coefficient with
the human rating but with the cost of slow performance.
On the other hand, methods that reduced the textual
features, such as Lee (2011) combined metric of noun
and verb vector similarities, may have less correlation
coefficient with the human intuition but with the
advantage of faster computation.
Following to the aforementioned studies, an ongoing
series of computational semantic evaluation called
SemEval have embodied several systems and methods in
2012, 2013, 2014 and 2015. Several tasks for semantic
relatedness evaluation and paraphrase detection on
various datasets have been investigated (Agirre et al.,
2013; Agirre et al., 2012; 2014) Rich semantic analysis
on new datasets has been conducted such as using
Twitter data (Xu et al., 2015) or by featuring
interpretability (Agirre et al., 2015). Generally these
studies employ variety of NLP tools including
lemmatizers, POS taggers, word sense disambiguation
and syntax features. To obtain the similarity score, the
methods differ in featuring the semantic notions amongst
words and phrases in the candidate texts. Many studies
employed WordNet lexical database and its semantic
similarity measures, while others used Wikipedia
5
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ESA works by mapping both of the query q and the
document collection d into a multilingual concept space.
In (Anderka et al., 2009), the mathematical representation
for CL-ESA was simplified as follows:

divided into word tokens referred to as [W]; (ii) PartOf-Speech (POS) disambiguation, or in other words,
each token was designated a POS tag, namely noun,
verb, adjective and adverb referred to as [N], [V],
[AJ], [AV], respectively; and (iii) removal of the stop
words such as prepositions and articles. (iv) Then. for
each word token wi in A, we found the set of lemmas
λi, knowing the corresponding POS tag for that word
(note that in many cases there is one lemma for a
word token), as follows:

(14)

f CL − ESA ( q j , d i ) = qTj ⋅ G j ,i ⋅ d i

where, qTj is the matrix transpose of qj and Gj.i = AD ⋅ ADT
*
j

*
i

is the mathematical product representing term-document
matrices from the query qj and candidate indexed
document from Wikipedia D*.
A contribution by Navigli and Ponzetto (2012a)
proposed a multilingual semantic similarity approach
that used BabelNet; a knowledge-rich lexicon and
semantic database which supports multiple languages
(Navigli and Ponzetto, 2012a). The proposed approach
works by intersecting the semantic graphs from different
languages into one core graph and computing the
semantic similarity score based on the core graph. Given
that w1 and w2 are two words from two languages l1 and
l2, respectively and Gjoint is the core graph formed by the
intersection between graphs generated from BabelNet
between w1 and w2 in L different languages, then the
semantic relatedness between these two words was
computed by Navigli and Ponzetto (2012a) as follows:
Sim( w1 , w2 ) =

max

s1 ∈Senses ( w1 ),
s2 ∈Senses ( w2 )

score(G, s1, s2 )

∀wi ∈ A → ti = {λi ,1 , λi ,2 , λi ,3 ,..., λi , x }:
POSi ∈ {N ,V , AJ , AV }

where, x is the number of different lemma forms that can
be found for the word using WordNet. A term set was
constructed from the English sentence A as the union of
n

sets t1, t2,..,tn, i.e. T1 = ∪ ti , where n is the total unique
i =1

terms after removing the stop words.
The same processing steps were applied to the
Arabic text, B, with the addition of the translation.
First, B was split into word tokens. POS tagging was
applied and the most frequent Arabic words were
removed. Each word token referred to as wi was
reduced to its lemma (Roth et al., 2008), as below:

(15)

∀w j ∈ B → l j : POS j ∈ {N ,V , AJ , AV }

where, s1 and s2 are the different senses for w1 and w2,
respectively and G is the graph that holds each two
senses. The similarity score was computed as follows:
score( s1 , s2 ) =

max

p∈ paths ( G , s1 , s2 )

1
length( p )

(17)

(18)

Knowing the lemma of each Arabic word as well as
its POS tag, an Arabic-to-English dictionary translation
was applied to obtain possible senses (i.e., meanings) for
that word in English, as follows:

(16)

∀l j → t j = {φ j ,1 ,φi ,2 ,φ j ,3 ,...,φ j , x }: POS j ∈ {N ,V , AJ , AV }

where, paths is the set of all possible paths between s1
and s2 in sub graph G and length is the number of nodes
in a path p. The method obtained competitive results
compared with traditional monolingual and multilingual
measures. Though it works on words, it can be expanded
in various ways to compute the semantic similarity of
cross-language texts beyond the words.

(19)

As a final step in the pre-processing of the Arabic
text, the translation term set was constructed from the
m

Arabic sentence as TT2 = ∪ t j , where m is the number of
j =1

unique terms and tj is the translation subset of lemma lj.
Figure 2 shows the general framework for this study.
After the input texts A and B were pre-processed, we
employed three different algorithms.
Following to the dictionary translation technique,
we proposed an averaged maximum-translation
similarity algorithm between the term set, referred to
as T1 (obtained from the English text) and the
translated term set, referred to as TT2, to estimate the
cross-lingual semantic similarity. The semantic
similarity score between the terms was then correlated
and averaged as proposed by Yerra and Ng (2005).

Proposed Cross-Language SemanticSimilarity
General Framework
The pre-processing algorithm was divided into two
parts: One for the English text and one for the Arabic
candidate, as shown in Fig. 1.
For the English text, the pre-processing steps
included: (i) Tokenization whereby the text was
6
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Following to the MT technique, we obtained an
English version of T2 and then a term set, denoted as
T2, was constructed in the same way for the English
text. In this path, we used two vector-based semantic
similarity algorithms proposed for mono-lingual

sentences. One was based on the combined similarity
between the noun and verb vectors obtained from both
texts, which was proposed by Lee (2011) and the other
was based on the semantic similarity of term vectors,
which was suggested by Li et al. (2006).

Fig. 1. Pre-processing steps of the input texts

Fig. 2. General framework of the proposed algorithms
7
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The algorithm was based on the combined similarity
between the noun and verb vectors from the two texts.
The following steps were implemented:

Dictionary-Based Technique
This method was proposed and implemented as a
copy detection approach (Yerra and Ng, 2005). The
algorithm uses two input vectors, namely T1 and TT2,
constructed from A and B, respectively.

Algorithm
Similarity

1:

Averaged

Step 1: B was translated into English using Google
Translate API.
Step 2: The translated text was pre-processed in the
same way as for the English text.
Step 3: The term vector was constructed from B as
T2 = {t1 , t 2 , t3 ,..., tm } , where m is the total number
of unique terms.
Step 4: A joint noun set from the two candidate texts, A
and B, was constructed as the Noun Vector
(NV), where the value of an entry was defined
as the maximum word semantic similarity found
between the corresponding noun and other
nouns in the NV vector, as follows:

Maximum-Translation

Step 1: Each term in B was correlated with the terms in
the English text A using the following function:
n

f ( A, t j ) = 1 − (∏ (1 − MaxSim(ti , t j )) :
i =1

(20)

ti ∈ T1 , t j ∈ TT2 , i = 1,2,..., n, j = 1, 2,..., m

where, T1 and TT2 are the representative term vectors of
A and B, respectively and П is the product function.
MaxSim refers to the maximum word semantic similarity
obtained between the term ti and the translated
terms t j = {φ j ,1 ,φi ,2 ,φ j ,3 ,...,φ j , x } :
MaxSim(ti , ti ) =
max( wup (ti ,φ j ,1 ), wup (ti ,φ j ,2 ),..., wup(ti ,φ j , x ))

NV =| T1 ∪ T2 |=| t1 , t2 ,..., t x |: x ∈ [1, n + m], POS = N

NVT1 = | MaxSim(t1 , ti ), MaxSim(t2 , ti ),...,
MaxSim(t x , ti ) |: ti ∈ T1 , i = 1, 2,..., n

(21)

NVT2 =| max sim(t1 , t j ), max sim(t2 , t j ),...,

where, wup metric (Wu and Palmer, 1994) is one of the
knowledge-based semantic similarity measures between
two terms c1 and c2 found useful in our previous work
(Alzahrani et al., 2015), as follows:
wup(c1 , c2 ) =

2 × depth( LCS (c1 , c2 ))
depth(c1 ) + depth(c2 )

max sim(t x , t j ) |: t j ∈ T2 , j = 1,2,..., m

(26)

Step 5: Similarly, a joint verb set from A and B was
constructed, namely VV and then the verb vectors
containing the maximum wup similarity were
obtained between each verb and other verbs in
the VV vector, as below:

(22)

VV =| T1 ∪ T2 |=| t1 , t2 ,..., t y |: y ∈ [1, n + m], POS = V
Sim( A, B ) = ∑ f ( A, t j ) / m

(25)

where, MaxSim is the maximum semantic similarity as
described in algorithm 1.

Step 2: The degree of similarity between the candidate
texts was computed as the averaged summation
using the equation:
m

(24)

(23)

VVT1 =| max sim(t1 , ti ), max sim(t2 , ti ),...,

j =1

max sim(t y , ti ) |: ti ∈ T1 , i = 1,2,..., n

Machine Translation-Based Techniques
Machine translation techniques have improved over
recent years and have become, in some languages, almost
as accurate as human translation for short phrases and
sentences. When the Arabic candidate text is translated
into English as a pre-processing step, the problem is
shifted into a mono-lingual sentence semantic similarity
problem. We decided to use the vector similarity methods
proposed in earlier research studies and obtained
promising results (Li et al., 2006; Lee, 2011).

VVT2 =| max sim(t1 , t j ), max sim(t2 , t j ),...,
max sim(t y , t j ) |: t j ∈ T2 , j = 1, 2,..., m

(27)
(28)

(29)

Step 6: The Cosine similarity values between the noun
and verb vectors were computed as follows:
SimN (T1 , T2 ) = Cos ( NVT1 , NVT2 ) =

Algorithm 2: Noun-Verb Vector Based Similarity
SimV (T1 ,T2 ) = Cos (VVT1 ,VVT2 ) =

In this algorithm, we employed MT followed by the
mono-lingual semantic similarity method (Lee, 2011).
8

NVT1 ⋅ NVT2
|| NVT1 || ⋅ || NVT2 ||
VVT1 ⋅ VVT2

|| VVT1 || ⋅ || VVT2 ||

(30)

(31)
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Step 7: The similarity score was computed based on the
noun vector similarity SimN and the verb vector
similarity SimV:

Experimental Design
Tools and Packages
For the pre-processing of the English and Arabic
input texts, we employed the Stanford NLP tools
(Toutanova et al., 2003; Monroe et al., 2014). We also
used the NLTK (Edward and Steven, 2002) for various
tasks including the computation of WordNet-based
semantic similarity metrics.

(32)

Sim( A, B ) = δ ⋅ SimN (T1 , T2 ) + (1 − δ ) ⋅ SimV (T1 , T2 )

where, δ is a scaling parameter ∈ [0.5,1].

Algorithm 3:
Similarity

MT-based Term Vector

Based

Datasets

The algorithm was based on the following steps:

To evaluate the proposed methods, we used sentence
pairs annotated with ground-truth human similarity
scores. Each pair consists of one element of an English
sentence and one element of an Arabic sentence, which
may be similar (or dissimilar) to the English sentence in
some degree. For our initial investigation, selected
sentences from books on natural language understanding
with similarity scores close to humans’ similarity intuition
were used (Li et al., 2006) (Section 4.2.1). Moreover,
cross-language similarity benchmark was constructed to
evaluate the proposed techniques (Section 4.2.2).

Step 1: B was translated into English using Google
Translate.
Step 2: The translated text was pre-processed as in the
previous algorithm and the term vector T2 was
constructed.
Step 3: A joint term set from the two candidate texts, A
and B, was constructed and referred to as a term
vector TV, where the value of an entry was
defined as the maximum word semantic
similarity found between the corresponding term
and other terms in the candidate text, as follows:
TV =| T1 ∪ T2 |=| t1 , t2 ,..., t x |: x ∈ [1, n + m], POS = any

(33)

TVT1 =| MaxSim(t1 , ti ),..., MaxSim(t x , ti ) |: ti ∈ T1 , i = 1,.., n

(34)

TVT2 =| MaxSim(t1 , t j ),...,
MaxSim(t x , t j ) |: t j ∈ T2 , j = 1,..., m

Selected NLP Sentences
In our initial investigation, the sample of sentence
pairs were used as follows: (i) The second sentence in
each pair was translated into Arabic by a native speaker
of Arabic, educated to graduate level and fluent in
English as a second language; (ii) The translations were
validated (and in some cases, modified) by two language
experts, who speak both languages; (iii) A number of
pairs from the sample proposed by Li et al. (2006) were
excluded because they are too short and the remaining
ten pairs were included.
Table 2 shows the original sentence pairs by Li et al.
(2006) and the proposed translation for the second pair. We
assumed that the validity of using the same similarity scores
in the English pairs would hold for the Arabic-English pairs
because of the short translations given for each sentence
(which do not exceed five words for each pair). Besides, the
similarity scores obtained by Li et al. (2006) have been
proven to be fairly consistent with human intuition.

(35)

where, li similarity metric (Li et al., 2006) was used in this
algorithm to find the MaxSim between any two terms.
Step 4: The Cosine similarity values between the term
vectors were computed as follows:
Sim( A, B ) = Cos (TVT1 ,TVT2 ) =

TVT1 ⋅ TVT2
|| TVT1 || ⋅ || TVT2 ||

(36)

Table 2. Raw sentences of short lengths based on natural language understanding
Sentence pairs
En-Ar pairs
Sentence pairs
1 I have a pen.
I have a pen.
6
I have a hammer.
Where do you live?
`_؟ab _cأ
Take some nails.
2 John is very nice.
John is very nice.
7
Canis familiaris are animals.
Is John very nice?
؟qfrj stu نwx yھ
Dogs are common pets.
3 It is a dog.
It is a dog.
8
I have a pen.
That must be your dog.
.‚ƒ„… wا ھoن ھw`c ‡† أنc
Where is ink?
4 Dogs are animals.
Dogs are animals.
9
It is a glass of cider.
They are common pets.
.{|fjت أh~اwf• ‰ھ
It is a full cup of apple juice.
5 It is a dog.
It is a dog.
10 I have a hammer.
It is a log.
.y‡Ž •~إ
Take some apples.
Original sentence pairs (Li et al., 2006) and translated 2nd-item pair into Arabic in this study.

9

En-Ar pairs
I have a hammer.
.efghaij اlmn op
Canis familiaris are animals.
.{|fjت أh~اwf• `•بjا
I have a pen.
؟eƒˆj_ اcأ
It is a glass of cider.
.حh|‹j اefŒmn ء‰„‹ig بw… اoھ
I have a hammer.
.حh|‹j اlmn op
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Pilot
Cross-Language
Benchmark Dataset

Human

language experts, educated to PhD level, were asked
to choose the most optimal Arabic translation for the
English sentence; (iv) Using a majority vote
procedure, the translation that indicated the most
similar semantic content with no additional phrases
was then tabulated with the original English sentence.
This table was given to a further two participants to
check whether any amendments were needed for each
of the Arabic translations. Figure 3 shows a sample of
the questionnaire that was distributed for participants
to choose the optimal translation and Table 3 shows
the majority voting results.

Similarity

In order to evaluate the cross-language semantic
similarity in this study, human ratings were collected
on a proposed dataset according to the existing
designs of semantic similarity benchmarks. The rating
participants were selected from among a population of
Arabic mother tongue speakers of English as a second
language. They were all educated to postgraduate
level and all had an upper-intermediate to professional
understanding level of English. They were either
academics or postgraduate students in English
universities.

B. Procedure
To rate the similarity of constructed ArabicEnglish cross-language sentence pairs, seventeen
participants were asked to complete a questionnaire,
shown in Fig. 4. The participants were all native
speakers of Arabic with upper-intermediate to
professional proficiency in English as a second
language. All of the participants were educated to
graduate level or above. The procedure to obtain the
human similarity scores is detailed as follows: (i) The
order of the sentence pairs was randomized and given
to new participants to avoid any evaluation bias; (ii)
Following the same rating scale of standard semantic
similarity datasets (Rubenstein and Goodenough,
1965), the participants were instructed to rate each
sentence pair on a scale from 0.0 to 4.0. A rubric was
provided to explain the evaluation scale, where 0
indicated that the two sentences are totally
different/dissimilar in their meaning and 4 indicated
that the sentences are identical.
Table 4 shows the cross-language sentence pairs used
in this study with the mean similarity and the standard
deviation for the human rating.

A. Materials
A group of sixty-five English noun pairs, which have
been proven to be fairly consistent in terms of human
semantic similarity ratings, were proposed in the
literature (Rubenstein and Goodenough, 1965). The
definitions of these noun pairs, taken from Collins
Cobuild dictionary, were semantically rated by thirty-two
human participants in O’Shea et al. (2008). A subset
consisting of thirty sentence pairs were selected in order
to distribute the rated similarities evenly across the
similarity ranges (Li et al., 2006).
In the present study, we proposed a benchmark
dataset that made use of this standard dataset but with
the second item in each pair replaced by its Arabic
translation. The following procedure was used: (i) The
second sentence was translated using three methods,
namely MT, Human Translation (HT) and the
Dictionary Definition (DD) of the original noun pair
from a selected Arabic-Arabic dictionary; (ii) The
original English sentence and the three translations
were tabulated; (iii) To avoid researcher bias, three

Table 3. Majority voting results: Machine Translation (MT), Human Translation (HT), Dictionary Definition (DD)
Participant’s Selection
Participant’s Selection
R&G 2nd
---------------------------Majority
R&G 2nd
-----------------------------No.
Word Pair
(1)
(2)
(3)
Voting
No.
Word Pair
(1)
(2)
(3)
1
1.smile
HT
HT
HT
HT
15
50.string
MT
HT
HT
2
5.shore
DD
HT
HT
HT
16
51.tumbler
HT
HT
HT
3
9.fruit
HT
HT
DD
HT
17
52.smile
HT
HT
HT
4
13.rooster
DD
HT
DD
DD
18
53.slave
HT
HT
HT
5
17.forest
HT
HT
HT
HT
19
54.voyage
MT
MT
MT
6
21.sage
DD
HT
DD
DD
20
55.signature
HT
HT
DD
7
25.graveyard
HT
HT
HT
HT
21
56.shore
DD
HT
HT
8
29.woodland
HT
HT
HT
HT
22
57.woodland
HT
HT
HT
9
33.woodland
HT
HT
HT
HT
23
58.tool
HT
HT
DD
10
37.oracle
HT
HT
HT
HT
24
59.rooster
DD
HT
DD
11
41.sage
DD
HT
DD
DD
25
60.lad
HT
HT
DD
12
47.stove
HT
HT
HT
HT
26
61.pillow
HT
HT
DD
13
48.wizard
HT
HT
HT
HT
27
62. graveyard
HT
HT
HT
14
49.mound
DD
HT
HT
HT
28
63.car
DD
HT
DD
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Majority
Voting
HT
HT
HT
HT
MT
HT
HT
HT
HT
DD
HT
HT
HT
DD
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Table 4. Arabic-English cross-language standard benchmark
R&G Pair
En-Ar Pair
Arabic-English Cross-Language Sentences
1. Cord: Smile
cord: {ian
Cord is strong, thick string.
.ن ودوداw`b hg”•–  أو،hm‹i‹ag ورا أوeag نw`b hg”•– ‚™x وš„– e™›c يoj اefƒm‹j ا‰{ ھgha‹n•ا
5. Autograph: Shore
autograph:
An autograph is the signature of someone famous which is specially
žطhu
written for a fan to keep.
.• اeل أطw طš„– ‹”ةiij{ اanhfj ا‰ ھefƒ`j اe™•jة أو اefˆƒj أو اeˆƒj اžطhu  أوžاطw£jا
9. Asylum: Fruit
asylum: {™…h
An Asylum is a psychiatric hospital.
š„– يw‹ˆc ”¥ ور أوoƒj اš„– يw‹ˆcة وef‡£jة أو اe‡£j اš„– ¤ƒ•c يojء ا‰£j ا‰…™{ ھh|jا
.h™„…`_ أic ‰‹jدة اhijhn šr¦ij„† اjا
13. Boy: Rooster
boy: ‚cد
A boy is a child who will grow up to be a man.
ُ cدﱢ
.جhxﱠ
ِ ”j اeُ …َ  َذw‚ ھ
17. Coast: Forest
coast: {nh®
The coast is an area of land that is next to the sea.
.lmƒj اh™¯mn ارw‡n رh‡u° اh™f wi•b ةefƒ… {•hag ‰{ ھnh¦jا
21. Boy: Sage
boy: ±f`•
A boy is a child who will grow up to be a man.
.رwg²j _³‹g ،{i`• †•h´ ،±f„Ž ”ة ورأيc”Ž {ّcُ• –_ روjاw¥ُ• وأjhi–”ر أŒb ْ_gَ w ھ±f`ˆjا
25. Forest: Graveyard
forest: ةeƒ³g
A forest is a large area where trees grow close together.
.h™f šbwij د _ ا±‹c ·f• {af•`j_ اg بe³jhn h~hf•¸ أ³b رض°_ اg {•hag ‰ة ھeƒ³ijا
29. Bird: Woodland
bird:{nh®
A bird is a creature with feathers and wings, females lay eggs and most birds can fly.
{nh¦j ا.رh‡u°hn {º„‹iijرض ا° ا‰ھ
33. Hill: Woodland
hill: {nh®
A hill is an area of land that is higher than the land that surrounds it.
{nh¦j ا.رh‡u°hn {º„‹iijرض ا° ا‰ھ
37. Magician: Oracle
magician: ﱠافe– A magician is a person who entertains people by doing magic tricks.
.¼½h³ˆj أو –_ اyƒ³‹aij¿•”اث اn اتÀƒ•b ‰rmc يojھ•{ اh`jھ_ أو اh`j اw{ ھic”³jر اwŒmj ا‰ افemjا
41. Oracle: Sage
oracle: ±f`•
In ancient times, an oracle was a priest or priestess who made statements about
future events or about the truth.
.رwg²j _³‹g ،{i`• †•h´ ،±f„Ž ”ة ورأيc”Ž {ّcُ• –_ روjاw¥ُ• وأjhi–”ر أŒb ْ_gَ w ھ±f`ˆjا
47. Furnace: Stove
furnace:”¥wg
A furnace is a container or enclosed space in which a very hot fire is made,
for example to melt metal, burn rubbish or produce steam.
.{ e¦j{ اº ”b  أوÁƒr„j ”مt‹abارة وeˆj اe wb ‰‹jد اh‹mj_ اg {mr¥ w” ھ¥wijا
48. Magician: Wizard
magician:e•hŽ
A magician is a person who entertains people by doing magic tricks.
.{ceˆŽ ىw¥ ‚„ic يoj اyxej اw ھe•haj ا،{fjhftj اsŒ³j واefطhŽ° ا‰
49. Hill: Mound
hill: {gw…
A hill is an area of land that is higher than the land that surrounds it.
.••g ec”‹ag efƒ… ”ار³g ‰ء ھ‰£j_ اg {gw`jا
50. Cord: String
cord: {„a„Ž
Cord is strong, thick string.
.ودerj اÄnej  أوh™¯mn ¸g ءhfu° اÄnej ”مt‹ab{ وcw‹„g طwfp _g عw•Œg ¸f  رyƒ• ‰„{ ھa„ajا
51. Glass: Tumbler
glass: ”ح¥
Glass is a hard transparent substance that is used to make things such as
windows and bottles.
.{if³‹ag افe• أطj بe£„j ءh~ إw”ح ھ³jا
52. Grin: Smile
grin: {gha‹nا
A grin is a broad smile.
.ن ودوداw`b hg”•–  أو،hm‹i‹ag ورا أوeag نw`b hg”•– ‚™x وš„– e™›c يoj اefƒm‹j ا‰{ ھgha‹n•ا
53. Serf: Slave
serf: ”ƒ–
In former times, serfs were a class of people who had to work on a particular
person's land and could not leave without that person's permission.
.st£j‚ اjoj yimc • أنf„– وep آst£j كw„iij اst£j اw” ھƒmjا
54. Journey: Voyage
journey:{„•ر
When you make a journey, you travel from one place to another.
{f½h¯ {ƒ…eg •{ أوf|Ž _‹g š„– {„cw ر•„{ ط‰ر•„{ ھ.
55. Autograph:
autograph: ¸f¥wb An autograph is the signature of someone famous which is specially written
Signature
for a fan to keep.
¤ƒ‹… ‚~ أšj إef£c‹•” وaij{ اch™~ ‰ hƒjh®‚ وn {´hp ةÉfig {³cern بw‹`g ‚iŽ اw¸ ھf¥w‹jا
.•f ءhxhg š„– ¼ اwg ‚~‹•” أو أaijا
56. coast: shore
coast: žطhu
The coast is an area of land that is next to the sea.
.• اeل أطw طš„– ‹”ةiij{ اanhfj ا‰ ھefƒ`j اe™•jة أو اefˆƒj أو اeˆƒj اžطhu  أوžاطw£jا
57. forest: Woodland
forest: {nh®
A forest is a large area where trees grow close together.
{nh¦j ا.رh‡u°hn {º„‹iijرض ا° ا‰ھ
58. Implement: Tool
implement: أداة
An implement is a tool or other piece of equipment.
yimj_ اg _fmg عw•n مhf³„j h™g”t‹ab‚ وc”c ‰ h™„iˆb ‰‹j”ات اmij_ اg {rfan {mr¥ { أوj أي آ‰داة ھ°ا.
59. Cock: Rooster
cock: ‚cد
A cock is an adult male chicken.
ُ c”ﱢjا
.جhxﱠ
ِ ”j اeُ …َ  َذw‚ ھ
60. Boy: Lad
boy: š‹
A boy is a child who will grow up to be a man.
‰ƒŒj_ أو اaj· اc”• yxej اw ھš‹|jا.
61. Cushion: Pillow
cushion: دةhŽو
A cushion is a fabric case filled with soft material, which you put on a seat to
make it more comfortable.
.اشe|j ا‰ نw`b hg”•– ‚Ž• رأf„– حhbec يoj واy`£j اyfr‹ag ”•ag ”ة أوtg ‰دة ھhŽwjا
62. Cemetery:
cemetery: ةeƒ³g
A cemetery is a place where dead people's bodies or their ashes are buried.
Graveyard
.h™f šbwij د _ ا±‹c ·f• {af•`j_ اg بe³jhn h~hf•¸ أ³b رض°_ اg {•hag ‰ة ھeƒ³ijا
63. Automobile: Car
automobile:
An automobile is a car.
رةhfŽ
.هwˆ~_ وcÉ•ƒjhn efab ،¸½h¯ƒjس أو اh•ﱠj اy³~ ‰ ”مt‹aُb ،eْfa ﱠj{ اmceŽ { ﱠfj{ آne– ‰رة ھhfajا
64. Midday: Noon
midday:ةef™ظ
Midday is 12 o'clock in the middle of the day.
.رh™•j اqŒ‹•g ‰ 12 {–haj ا‰ة ھef™›jا
65. Gem: Jewel
gem: ةeھwx
A gem is a jewel or stone that is used in jewellery.
.”½•³j وا±bاwtj اyÎg h™c”be~ ‰‹j{ اif³jء اhfu°_ اfcÉ‹j ”مt‹ac ±ce… e‡• ‰ة ھeھw‡jا

Mean

STD

0.12
0.00

0.08
0

0.06

0.06

0.56

0.15

0.94

0.25

0.59

0.23

0.88

0.19

0.35

0.15

0.88

0.17

2.06

0.32

1.00

0.25

2.88

0.19

3.05

0.29

1.76

0.33

2.53

0.35

1.41

0.25

2.00

0.29

3.29

0.28

2.29

0.25

2.53

0.25

3.41

0.22

3.88

0.08

3.24

0.20

3.88

0.08

2.88
3.18

0.30
0.16

3.82

0.13

3.06

0.27

4.00

0

3.65

0.12

The mean similarity of all human ratings is computed in the range [0,4] and the Standard Deviation (STD) is shown for each pair
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Fig. 3. Questionnaire A distributed to participants to choose the optimal translation for each sentence

Fig. 4. Questionnaire B distributed to participants to rate the sentence similarity in a predefined range

methods (Li et al., 2006). The results from the proposed
algorithms were statistically compared with the
constructed human-rated benchmark dataset using tstatistical hypothesis testing (Leech et al., 2008). We set
a null hypothesis that “the semantic similarity evaluation
by the machine and by the human perform equally (i.e.,
the true mean difference is zero)”. A paired t-test was
used to test the null hypothesis. To carry out the paired ttest on the benchmark dataset (k = 30), we calculated the

Evaluation and Statistical Analysis
Human similarity ratings were obtained as the means
score in the range [0,4] and these were then scaled into
the range [0,1] to be compared with the proposed
semantic similarity algorithms. Statistics such as the
mean, standard deviation and Pearson product-moment
correlation coefficient r are commonly used for
comparisons between human ratings and automated
12
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difference of the results obtained by the algorithm and
the mean human rating for each sentence pair as di = xiyi, where i = 1,2,…,k and xi refers to the mean value of
human rating on the ith pair and yi refers to the Sim score
obtained from the proposed algorithm on the ith pair. The
k
mean difference was computed as d = (∑ i =1 di ) / k and

term vector similarity algorithm obtained the highest
correlation with the human-like similarity.

Results from the Human-Rated Benchmark Dataset
This section covers the experimental works that we
carried out to validate the proposed models. As
mentioned above, the ground-truth benchmark was
created based on human ratings. Table 6 presents the
human similarity scores for each sentence pairs and
those obtained by the three algorithms, namely the
averaged maximum-translation similarity algorithm, the
noun-verb vector similarity algorithm and the MT-based
term vector similarity algorithm. The correlation
coefficients r obtained by these algorithms were 0.7206,
0.5512 and 0.8657, respectively.
As can be seen from the table, the averaged
maximum-translation and noun-verb vector similarities
obtained a reasonably good correlation with the human
understanding if we take into consideration these
sentences were processed from two different languages.
MT-based term vector similarity achieved a remarkably
better Pearson correlation coefficient with the human
intuition significant at the 0.01 level.
However, as mentioned in Li et al. (2006), a further
factor should be accounted in order to decide what is the
best performance that can be achieved by the
computerised similarity algorithms under this particular
set of benchmarks and experimental conditions. Thus, an
upper bound was determined in this study using leaveone-out resampling technique whereby we repeated the
evaluation n times (n = number of the participants). Each
time, we computed the Pearson correlation coefficient of
the judgement of each individual participant against the
group of all participants and then we took the mean as the
upper bound. As shown in Fig. 5, the best human
participant’s correlation coefficient is 0.9445 and the
worst is 0.5994 whereas the mean (upper performance) is
0.878. By considering the mean of all human participants
as a typical higher performance rate can be attained, we
found that our algorithm that used MT-based term vector
similarity achieved a close estimation to this upper bound.

the standard deviation of the mean differences across all
sentence pairs was computed α =

∑

k
i =1

(di − d )2 / (k − 1)

We
used
α
to
compute
the
standard
error SE (d ) = α / k and the t-statistic T = d / SE (d ) ,
which follows a normal distribution with k-1 degrees of
freedom under the null hypothesis. Using t-distribution
table, we compared T to the tk-1 distribution to obtain the
probability value, referred to as the p-value to reject/not
reject the null hypothesis.

Results and Discussion
Results from Sentence Samples
Table 5 shows the results obtained from the
proposed algorithms as compared with the human-like
similarity obtained by Li et al. (2006) on a sample of
sentences. The correlation coefficients, r, were 0.624,
0.793 and 0.928 obtained from the averaged maximumtranslation, noun-verb vector and the MT-based term
vector similarity algorithms, respectively. The first pair
which has two sentences totally different in their words
as well as their meaning (the pairs are shown in Table
2), all algorithms obtained zero similarity as to indicate
the fact that they are completely dissimilar. Pairs 2 and
3 have sentences that share common words but their
meaning is somehow different. We can see that the
human-like similarity is 0.74 but our methods were
computed based on the terms that share the same or
very similar semantic meaning and, therefore, they
obtained higher similarity results (0.89 and 1.0 using
the term vector similarity method). Other results in the
remainder pairs were almost consistent with the human
understanding and they also showed that the MT-based

Table 5. Experimental results on raw sentences of short lengths
Similarity
Dictionary-Based
En-Ar pairs
Human-like Simy Averaged max-translation sim
Pair 1
0.00
0.000
Pair 2
0.98
0.500
Pair 3
0.74
1.000
Pair 4
0.74
0.940
Pair 5
0.62
0.000
Pair 6
0.51
0.700
Pair 7
0.36
0.380
Pair 8
0.13
0.000
Pair 9
0.68
0.660
Pair 10
0.12
0.400
Pearson Correlation r
1.00
0.624

13

Machine Translation-Based
Noun-verb vector sim
MT-based term vector sim
0.000
0.000
0.600
0.890
1.000
1.000
0.990
0.870
0.940
0.700
0.610
0.430
0.590
0.390
0.000
0.000
0.960
0.550
0.450
0.280
0.793
0.928
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Table 6. Experimental results on Arabic-English cross-language short texts benchmark using averaged max-translation, noun-verb vector
and MT-based term vector similarity algorithms
Similarity algorithms
En-Ar
Human similarity
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------R&G No.
sentence pair
(Mean) [0,1]
Averaged max-translation sim Noun-verb vector sim MT-based term vector sim
1.
cord: {ian
0.03
0.1000
0.0300
0.1500
5.
autograph: žطhu
0.00
0.0900
0.0500
0.1200
9.
asylum: {™…h
0.01
0.0600
0.0800
0.2900
13.
boy: ‚cد
0.15
0.4400
0.6100
0.2500
17.
coast: {nh®
0.24
0.2600
0.6100
0.2600
21.
boy: ±f`•
0.15
0.4500
0.3500
0.5700
25.
forest: ةeƒ³g
0.22
0.5500
0.8800
0.4100
29.
bird:{nh®
0.09
0.5100
0.6100
0.4700
33.
hill: {nh®
0.22
0.3100
0.9700
0.5300
37.
magician: ﱠافe–
0.51
0.4100
0.8500
0.4600
41.
oracle: ±f`•
0.25
0.2600
0.9600
0.1600
47.
furnace:”¥wg
0.72
0.4300
0.8800
0.5400
48.
magician:e•hŽ
0.76
0.6000
0.5900
0.5700
49.
hill: {gw…
0.44
0.7200
0.9400
0.5700
50.
cord: {„a„Ž
0.63
0.4800
0.9200
0.5100
51.
glass: ”ح¥
0.35
0.5100
0.9300
0.5300
52.
grin: {gha‹nا
0.50
0.6700
0.6100
0.3900
53.
serf: ”ƒ–
0.82
0.5600
0.9400
0.5600
54.
journey:{„•ر
0.57
0.6500
0.5500
0.5500
55.
autograph: ¸f¥wb
0.63
0.5300
0.9600
0.6400
56.
coast: žطhu
0.85
0.7300
0.6300
0.7600
57.
forest: {nh®
0.97
0.4400
0.6500
0.9600
58.
implement: أداة
0.81
0.9500
0.6400
0.6200
59.
cock: ‚cد
0.97
0.9700
0.9900
0.9300
60.
boy: š‹
0.72
0.7700
0.6200
0.6900
61.
cushion: دةhŽو
0.79
0.5400
0.9700
0.7500
62.
cemetery: ةeƒ³g
0.96
0.7000
0.9700
0.9800
63.
automobile: رةhfŽ
0.76
1.0000
0.5700
0.7400
64.
midday:ةef™ظ
1.00
0.5900
0.9400
0.8500
65.
gem: ةeھwx
0.91
0.9900
0.9600
0.8500
Pearson correlation r
1.00
0.7206
0.5512
0.8657

Table 7. Statistical results obtained using t-test from human similarity evaluation versus proposed automatic similarity evaluation
algorithms
Statistics
Human evaluation
Human evaluation
Human evaluation
Vs. Algorithm 1
Vs. Algorithm 2
Vs. Algorithm 3
Hypothesis =
Maximum-translation similarity
Noun-verb vector similarity
MT-based term vector similarity
algorithm performs equal to
algorithm performs equal to
algorithm performs equal to
human evaluation.
human evaluation.
human evaluation.
Alpha level =
0.05
0.05
0.05
Mean differences =
-0.0080
-0.1743
-0.0210
Standard deviation =
0.2290
0.2935
0.1718
t-Statistic =
-0.1914
-3.2535
-0.6696
t-Critical Value =
±2.0452
±2.0452
±2.0452
p-Value =
0.8496
0.0029
0.5084
Decision =
Do not reject hypothesis
Reject hypothesis
Do not reject hypothesis
Confidence interval for paired difference
Confidence level
0.95
0.95
0.95
Confidence interval
-0.0935 < µd < 0.07750
-0.2839 < µd < -0.06474
-0.0851 < µd < 0.04314

confidence level 0.95. It can be seen from the p-value
that maximum-translation similarity algorithm and MTbased term vector similarity algorithm perform
equivalently to the human evaluation, while noun-verb
vector similarity algorithm is significantly different. This
may be because the latter algorithm do not consider all of
the terms found in the texts such as adjectives and adverbs
and computed based on the nouns and verbs only.

Statistical Results and Discussion
Further statistical analysis has been done using tTest on the results obtained by the human participants
versus each of the proposed automatic cross-language
similarity algorithms. Table 7 shows the statistical
results from the three algorithms as obtained from the
benchmark dataset wherein the sample size = 30 and
14
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Fig. 5. Correlations from the proposed similarity algorithms, and best, worst and mean from all human participants

Accordingly, we can say that methods that conserved all
of the semantic terms in terms of their meanings across
two texts in different languages may work comparably
and obtain positive results, regardless of the usage of
dictionary translation or MT for finding the translation of
these terms.

similarity scores that are fairly consistent with human
understanding. Next, we compared the similarity results
obtained by our algorithms with similarity scores rated by
human participants in the benchmark by taking into
consideration an upper bound similarity rate obtained by
the participants. Statistical results showed that using MT
or dictionary translation can both achieve a comparable
behaviour if we employ good semantic similarity
measurements. Further research will include the
construction of a wider selection of sentence pairs
annotated with human’s ratings and explore these
algorithms across different languages. An improvement
to the algorithms can be made when we use word sense
disambiguation.
More
sophisticated
algorithms
proposed recently such as BabelRelate (Navigli and
Ponzetto, 2012b) and CL-ESA (Sorg and Cimiano,
2010; Anderka et al., 2009) will be explored in further
studies which in turn would help to apply these
techniques on sentences of medium to large lengths.
Presently, comparison of our techniques with some of the
other algorithms is difficult due to a lack of published
work on measuring the semantic similarities in the
Arabic-English cross-language domain.

Conclusion and Future Research
This paper proposed and compared different methods
for measuring the cross-language semantic similarity
between short phrases and sentences. Three algorithms
namely the averaged maximum-translation similarity
algorithm, the noun-verb vector similarity algorithm and
the MT-based term vector similarity algorithm have been
investigated on Arabic-English texts. The influences made
by this paper can be summarized in two points. First, a
standard cross-language benchmark was constructed and
verified based on a ground-truth dataset. Second, the
proposed algorithms consider the impact of either
dictionary translations, noun and verb vectors, or term
vectors, in order to judge the relationship of two sentences
derived from two different languages in terms of their
meaning. These algorithms have been applied for the first
time in the Arabic-English cross lingual setting as
indicated by the literature review. Thus, our crosslanguage semantic similarity algorithms were developed
and tested not only to capture common semantic similarity
of two languages, but also to establish a comparison base
for further research. To evaluate our cross-language
similarity algorithms, we used a set of sentence pairs from
computational linguistics. An initial experiment on this
data illustrates that the proposed algorithms provides
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